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ANDRES SEGOVIA-
A COMPLETE RECOVERY 

While in Madrid, at the end of July, Andres Segovia was rushed 
to hospital for a surgical operation on his . right eye for a displaced 
retina. This delicate operation was successfully performed at the 
Sanatorio de Rosario in Madrid and we are glad to be able to state 
that Senor Segovia has made a complete recovery and will be coming 
to England in October as planned. 

The only change will be that, instead of the Villa-Lobos Concerto, 
the Castelnuovo-Tedesco Concerto will be played at all the Orchestral 
Concerts. 

Here is the list of Segovia's engagements in England. 
October 25th. Birmingham: Town Hall-with the Birmingham Symphony 

Orchestra. 
October 27th. London : Royal Festival Hall-with the Halle Orchestra. 
October 28th. Manchester : Free Trade Hall-with the Halle Orchestra. 
October 29th. Manchester : Free Trade Hall-with the Halle Orchestra. 
October 30th. Sheffield: Town Hall-with the Halle Orchestra. 
November 4th. Ilkley: Recital. 
November 10th. London: Royal Festival Hall-Recital. 
November 12th. Bournemouth: Winter Gardens-Recital. 

The Halle Orchestra will be conducted by Sir John Barbirolli. 

* * * * 
THE GUITAR COURSE AT SIENA 

IN consequence of Maestro Andres Segovia's serious eye trouble he was 
unable to travel from Madrid to Siena, Italy, where he was due to conduct 
the Classic Guitar Course at the famous Chigiana Academy of Music during 

August and September. 
Many students from several lands had assembled in Siena for the course, 

among them the young English guitarist, John Christopher Williams. One 
can imagine their disappointment on hearing the sad news. " What will 
happen ? " " Will the Course be cancelled or postponed ? " were the natural 
questions. Then came news that Segovia's colleague Maestro Emilio Pujol 
had given up his well"eamed summer holiday in Catalonia and was on his way 
to Siena to take over the Course. 

The delighted students found out at what time he was expected to arrive 
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and they went in a body to greet him and to express their satisfaction at having 
the honour of meeting the great Tarrega's distinguished pupil. · 

Maestro Segovia has promised to give a concert in Siena during the Autumn 
and that is being eagerly looked fonvard to. 

A Citadel of Music 
In 1931 Count Guido Chigi Saracini had the glorious idea of converting 

his magnificent Palace with its fine art treasures into an Academy of Music. 
The Pallazzo Chigi Saracini is a fine building with a square tower and mullioned 
windows in two tiers along its castellated walls. Inside everything brings 
delight to the eye-, alons, a theatre, galleries of art treasures and a museum of 
ancient and famous instruments, a wonderful library, a great organ, etc. 

The Chigiana Academy is actually a super-academy-a master school of 
music, as it was described by an American writer. Here the tutors include 
some of the world's greatest musicians, and the students are often professional 
musicians who have already achieved considerable standing and fame as 
concert and broadcasting artists. In fact a stiff qualifying test must be 
surmounted before admission to a course at the Academy. In the case of a 
guitarist-student this consists of scales, arpeggios, studies from Aguado's 
Method, preludes by Tarrega and Ponce, a solo by Sor and some other solo. 
(Details may vary from year to year) ; however, it is possible to attend the 
Course as an observer. 

The first guitar Course was in 1950. In the following year there was not 
only a Course but an international competition for guitar compositions. 

The students work from 11 a .m. to 1 p.m. then from 4 p.m. to 7 or 8 p.m. 
Evening concerts are given by students and professors of the various Courses. 
In 1951 M. Castelnuovo-Tedesco conducted the first performance of his Quintet 
for guitar and strings at one of these concerts with Segovia at the guitar and 
members of the famous Quintetto dell' Accademia Chigiana. 

The subjects dealt with are technique for both hands, scales, interpretation, 
music arranged from other instrum~nts, music composed specially for the 
guitar, the guitar in ensemble, etc. Students of the Course describe Maestro 
egovia as a wonderful teacher, patient and helpful in solving every problem 

confronting the guitarist. 

A STUDY IN LOGIC 
What would violinists think if they 

read the following sentence ? " In 
recent years the violin has degener
ated into the one-stringed phono
fiddle , a poor substitute for the 
viola d'amore." 

Even a child could see the absurd
ness of such an illogical statement, 
yet a well-known writer on musical 
instruments actually made the fol
lowing statement in an article on old 
English Ip.struments in a high-class 
magazine: "The guitar, of course, 
has further degenerated in recent 
years into the ukelele, a poor substi
tute for the Elizabethan lute ... ! ! ! 

FASHION NOTES 
FROM PARIS 

Fashion designers are worried. 
They just cannot make up their 
minds about the correct ' look ' for 
this season. Will it be the ' short 
look' or the ' long look ' ? Maybe 
that would depend on the natural 
glamour of the wearer, rather than 
the clothes! At last the problem has 
been solved by Jean Desses. Guess 
what this represents: ' Narrow 
waist, full bust but even fuller hips, 
with a flat deep diaphragm.' Yes, 
there you have the latest decree of 
fashion: 

' THE GUITAR LOOK ' ! 
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CONTEMPORARY GUITARIST (No. 12) 
by Wilfrid M. Appleby 

JULIAN BREAM has just been broadcasting a programme of guitar solos
music by Purcell, Sor and Moreno Torroba. I have heard him play many 
times during the past seven years, but somehow this recital seems even 

better than ever before-but thus it seems always with really great artists. 
It was a superb recital. 

The glorious music of his guitar is the answer to a challenge and the 
realisation of a dream-a dream which was not mine exclusively but which 
came to several people who had faith in the musical capabilities of the classic 
guitar and confidence in the genius of a boy. 

Julian Bream has demonstrated that it is possible for a suitably-talented 
and properly-trained student of the guitar to become within seven years a 
recognised musician of high standing and, moreover, has shown that it can be 
done in England, usually considered a 'backward country' guitaristically
was it not Tarrega who, fifty years ago, said that a guitar in the hands of an 
Englishman was almost blasphemy ! 

The Miracle 
How came this miracle to happen ? It really does seem to be a miracle 

for it began at a time when the real guitar seemed so utterly dead that the 
phrase ' guitars and gaiters ' was used in the early 1940's to express the limit 
of obsolescence. 

True, a few isolated devotees of the real guitar were to be found in Britain 
before the second world war but the only organization consisted of a small 
group in London, the Philharmonic Society of Guitarists, which met in a room 
at the house of its leader-and even those meetings ceased when war came. 

With the brilliant exception of a young lady, Alice de Belleroche, most 
of the promising youngsters who might have become guitarists were soon 
contaminated by the vulgar variants of the guitar which became all too popular. 
The inducement was quick results and easy money for" chord-scratching' and 
' hot licks ' in a dance band. The result was a deplorable lowering of standards 
of musical taste. With the notable exception of Alexis Chesnakov most of 
those who professed to teach the guitar knew nothing of the technique of Tarrega 
and Segovia and it was almost impossible to find any of the improved modern 
guitars based on the Torres model. 

Mr. Bream buys a guitar 
In 1944 Henry George Bream, a commercial artist of Hampton, Middlesex, 

read something about the real guitar which I had written for a fretted
instrument magazine. This induced him to buy a guitar and having brought 
it home he commenced to teach himself to play it. The instrument aroused 
the interest of his eldest son Julian, who had recently returned home from war
time evacuation to a quieter part of the country. Julian was born at Battersea, 
London, on July 15th, 1933, but later the family moved to Hampton, where 
he attended the Rectory Modern School. 

Soon the boy's extraordinary aptitude for the guitar amazed his father 
who, having heard of the guitar society in London (which was resuscitated in 
1945), took Julian to one of the meetings, where his playing astonished all 
present. Naturally Mr. Bream knew very little about the guitar, so when the 
President of the Society, Dr. B. A. Perott, offered to give the boy lessons 
the offer was gladly accepted. 
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So Julian travelled three hours to have a lesson lasting two hours. He 
practised most diligently between lessons-and this continued for more than 
twelve months. 

Then came a shock ! It was pointed out to Mr. Bream by s01:ne London 
friends that his son was being taught_ a technique which was not the same as 
that used by Segovia and practically all modem concert guitarists. It was 
in fact the out-moded Carcassi technique (the little finger resting on the sound
board) of a century ago. Moreover, the President was accustomed to guitars 
with extra bass strings. 

From Carcassi to Tarrega Technique 
When I heard of this I lent Julian all I possessed of Tarrega's studies; 

Desmond Dupre and others helped Julian to change over to the Tarrega style
and such was his quickness and adaptability that this was more or less accom
plished in a few weeks. From then on Mr. Bream guided his son's studies with 
the methods of Roch and Pujol, both based on Tarrega. 

Music Festivals at Twickenham and Westminster gave Julian Bream his 
first experiences of playing solos before a large audience. Earlier in 1945 
he had gained an Exhibition Award at the Royal College of Music, London, 
which enabled him to have lessons each Saturday morning on piano and theory. 
He took his guitar to the College to demonstrate 'that it was not a 'mere 
strumming instrument' as someone there had remarked. Thinking that a 
second instrument to the guitar would be necessary to gain a livelihood the 
'cello was added to his musical studies. One can picture this rather small boy 

• returning home laden with music, 'cello and guitar! What a game little 
trouper he was ! 

Trial Recital 
A Guitar Circle had been formed during 1946 in Cheltenham, an educational 

and cultural town about 100 miles west of London. This newly-formed little 
group, of which I was the honorary secretary, arranged for Julian Bream to 
give his first recital in the Porcelain Room of the Municipal Art Gallery on 
December 7th before a specially invited audience of music-lovers and repre
sentatives of cultural societies. 

Julian and his father arrived at Cheltenham with the big multi-stringed 
Maccaferri guitar on which his father intended him to play. I was desirous 
that he should play on a standard six-stringed guitar. So we agreed to leave 
Julian alone with the two guitars for an hour so that he could decide for himself 
which he preferred to use. He chose the six-stringed model, but even that 
was really too big for his small hands. Far more people came than we had 
dared to hope and the salon was filled completely. There was no platform, 
so Julian was perched precariously on a small table with only three inches of 
margin between safety and disaster! Mrs. Saunders-Davies, then President of 
the Circle, welcomed the audience and introduced Julian Bream. I acted as 
compere. From the first notes·of Tarrega's arrangement of Handel's. Chorale 
the audience wa:s held spell-bound. ; Other , items · were Sonata (Scarlatti
Segovia}, Cadiz (Albeniz-Garcia), Courante (Bach-Segovia), Song of India 
(Rimsky~Korsakoff-N. 0. Bickford)~ Estilo ·Popular (Llobet), Andantinc;, (Sor), 
Spanish Dance No. !15 (Granados-Garcia'); Fandanguillo (Turina) and. Sonata 
Clasica (Ponce)-plus two encore items. "If he can do that now,:.at t~e age 
of thirteen, what will he be like in six or: seven years time " , was the general 
reaction of the aucl.ience . . , !The.,0urator of the Art Gallery, Mr. D.,W. l;Ierdman, 
invited Julian Bream to,,give a: public recital in the larger GallerY' a few 1weeks . 
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later. There was an excellent report of this successful,ecital in the Gloucester• 
shire Echo, copies of which were sent to the B.B.C. and other organizations 
and influential people. Broadcasts followed soon after this. 

Frozen Music 
Two other recitals were given by Julian Bream at Cheltenham Art Gallery. 

One of them on February 17th, 1947, was on one of the coldest days in living 
memory, when owing to fuel restrictions neither heat nor artificial light were 
permitted. The audience sat huddled in their coats and Julian's fingers had 
to be rubbed to restore warmth between items. Towards the end he was 
playing in semi-darkness. Enthusiasts came to this recital from distant 
Yorkshire and South Wales. A titled lady and her friends pushed their 
skidding car up ice-bound Cotswold hills in order to hear the young guitarist. 
It was encouraging to note that the majority of people in the audience were 
on the youthful side of thirty. 

Interest in the 1948 recital was stimulated by an Exhibition of portraits of 
Guitarists displayed in the Art Gallery. On each occasion there were valuable 
press reports. 

Se~ovia and Musical Education 
December, 1947, marked a great occasion in Julian Bream's career, for 

it was then that he first met Andres Segovia who gave him valuable advice, 
encouragement and help. Undoubtedly the best advice was that Julian should 
have a thorough musical education. In November, 1948, Victoria Kingsley 
arranged an interview with Sir George Dyson, director of the Royal College 
of Music, with the result that Julian was granted a full-time scholarship at 
the College. 

During 1948 he appeared in television, gave broadcasts, played at concerts 
and recitals and played for films such as" Saraband for Dead Lovers". Even 
while a student at the College he was allowed to give occasional broadcasts and 
concerts. At the College his teachers were Professors Hubert Dawkes and 
Harry- Stubbs. Explaining how he acquired his technique of guitar playing 
Julian Bream said: " I have learned from every player-my father was my 
firs t teacher." 

A Mature Musician . 
The Wigmore Hall, London, is regarded as the testing place for musicians. 

Julian Bream's first recital there on November 26th, 1951, marked the end of 
the 'juvenile' phase of his career and established him as a concert artist. 
" The Times " said " He left no doubt that the promising boy has now grown 
into a mature and remarkably finished musician." " The Telegraph "reported: 
" He established himself as a player and interpreter of first rank, and his guitar 
as an eloquent and expressive instrument." · 

His guitars are a New York Martin (with wooden tuning pegs) and a 
Hauser, his preference at the present time evidently being for the latter. 

In March, 1952, he 'left the college to do his military service, signing oq for 
three years so that he could join the band of the Royal Artillery at Woolwich 
(normal service is .for two years). He is given permission to take occasional 
engag~ments. 

The Lute 
In; his 1952 recital .at Wigmore Hall he played part of his programme _on 

the lute. He is the only player of the lute I have heard who does not make 
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· that instrur:pent sound like an i-nferibr guitar. It should be remembered~that 
the true virtue of the lutenists was in their glorious compositions rather than 
in the instrument they used, If Dowland·had had.the choice of a go~&rncider_n 
guitar rather than a lute would he have chosen the latter? The gmtar of his 
day had not been developed and ·was at that time inferior to the lute. I h?pe 
J~lian :Brean1i. will return to. playing transcriptions of lute ni.usic on the gu~tar 
so ·that iwe .lha'y enj oy the greater richness of tone which the modern gm tar 
gives; · · · 

. Brilliant Interpretation 
; In his interpretation of the music of Bach and Sor Julian Bream is perhaps 
.artJhis best 1 though suitable music from any of the classical composers is always 
p layed with understanding and ·the· right feeling for the type of music. His 
tone-colouring ·i& at its richest in the music of the Spanish masters Albeniz, 
Granados, Moreno Torroba, ·etc. 

At the end of his military service period he will, no doubt, travel abroad 
giving concert tours which will give pleasure to those who have not yet heard 
a.nd enjoyed his art, though his absence will leave a big gap in British music. 

.* * * * 
This is rather a personal account and naturally others will see things from 

·their own point of coritact with this outstanding artist. Many music-lovers 
a nd guitar-enthusiasts did much to help to give Julian Bream a chance, it is 
impossible to mention all names, but nobody worked harder for success and 
the full development of his rare talents than Julian Bream himself. 

CONCERT ARTISTS, NOT STRUMMERS 
by Ronald Simpson 

;:COMMENT has frequently been made in the columns of this journal upon 
. the steady progress of the classic guitar towards recognition of its true 
. . merits. An ever increasing number of music lovers are studying the 
instrument, and the interest of many serious musicians has been aroused. This 
development will be a source of satisfaction to those who have always believed 
that the · guitar with its romantic history, its beautiful and delicate tone and 
harmonic possibilities could not remain forever in the relative obscurity 
which had been its lot for so long. 
. Probably the greatest single contributing factor in this revival, in Britain 
at any rate, has. been the influence of Segovia, whose recordings and regular 
recitals over a numb~r of years have brought to many the realisation that the 
guitar is an instrument capable of the highest musical expression. . 
. Unfortunately, the guitar has been plagued by the unwelcome attentions 
of Tin Pan AUey, who d;scovered its charms about two decades back and 
proceeded to produce a debased version of the instrument as a purveyor of 
.rhythm in the modern dance band. To cater for the Tin Pan Alley guitar 
ther,e followed Tin Pan Alley tutors,. and the music shelves were soon weighed 
do~n ·with a spate of Easy Methods, Simple Instructions, etc. , et <.:. This 
;i.nstrument has now reduced itself to a contraption of wood or plastic with wire 
strings and .an amplifier._ . . 

I am not concerned here with an evaluation of jazz, which _involves 
questions of personal taste and temperament, but only with its prostitution of 
the gtJitar-;-a fa<et which I do not consider any the less deplorable because the 
.idiqm may have produced players of . t echnical ability. . 
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.· , Wbat is undeniable is tlie ~mergence -of a host of ,first positj-0n .chord 
strummers, and so-called "folk '" singers, whose ·incompete nce as guitarists is 
equalled only by their inability to give a musicianly rendering of the simplest 
songs. . . . · . · · . · . 
. Between this fraternity and the classic guitar there is surely little point 
of contact. 

It is therefore -to be regretted that an artist of the standing of guitar
singer John Gavall should be quoted in a recent issue of the " Radio Times " 
as saying that the guitar is .an easy instrument to learn and ideal for canteen 
sing songs, and appealing for .people to take up the instrument as being one 
from which " pleasant results" can be obtained in a short time. It is strange 
that an exponent of the classic guitar should make such statements, which 
can only prove harmful to the true interests of the instrument, for if guitarist~ 
themselves do not rate their instrument very highly, they can hardly expe~t 
the rest of the serious music world to do so. 

Dr. Burney in his ' History of Music' tells how, when in the 18th century 
the guitar was becoming popular, the harpsichord-makers suffered loss of trade. 
So ' Old Kirkman', a wily maker and vendor of harpsichords, bought up all 
the bad, derelict guitars and gave them to street-singers who could strum only 
a few chords. In this way he brought the guitar into disrepute. 

The real need is for more players of the calibre of Julian Bream and young 
John Christopher Williams (the subject of an article· in ·a previous issue of 
" Guitar News") who are studying the guitar in such a way that thei r perfor
mances bring credit to themselves and the instrument. 

One day the guitar will be taught in all music schools and academies 
and be a source of inspiration to serious composers. To the achievement of 
that goal all our activi ties and enthusiasm should be directed. 

GUITAR MUSIC 

FOUR new items have been added to Schott's Series of Contemporary 
Music for Spanish guitar : 

No. 9. Two Preludes. J. Kennard. 
No. 10. Canzoncina and Arabesque. T. Usher. 
No. 11. Etruscan Preludes. R. S. Brindle-Borsi. 
No. 12. Three Modern Miniatures. J. Duarte. 

Two fine modern works, not included in this series, but in the '. Gitarre
Archiv' series, are Sonata by Alfred Uhl, G.A.164 and Cavatina by Tansman, 
G.A.165. Any of the fo1,1r movements of the Cavatina would be suitable as 
a solo item, but the four together played as a suite give a wonderful demon
stration-in the hands of a good guitarist-of the capabilities and range of the 
guitar in modern but not too discordant music. . 

Ricordi-Ame~icana (Cangallo 1570, Buenos Aires, Argentina) have pub
lished two guitar solos by F. Moreno Torroba: 

B.A.10841. "l\'Ii Farruca." 
B.A.10840. Alpujarreiia. 

Oiher recently listed items include-
B.A.10695. " La Kegrita ", a chacarera for two guitars (though it could also be 

played as a guitar solo), by Andres A. Chazarreta. 
B.A.10818. "~le visitaste ~1ilonga?" by Gutierrez. 
B.A.10819. Alemanda (Handel-Casuscelli ). 
B.A.80 4. "El R-ecreo ", by I parraguirre. A second book of three stadies 

for the practice of harmonics, pizzacato, etc. 
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AROUND THE GUITAR WORLD 
The Editors are always pleased to have prompt and accurate news of guitar happen

ings from any part of the world. Programmes, press-reports, etc. are always welcomed, 
so also are short articles. 

ARGENTINA. The society ' Amigos de la Guitarra ' of Buenos Aires \ 
opened its eleventh season on April 24th with a concert by the ' Conjunto ' 1~ 
" Guitarras Argentinas " consisting of twelve guitarists under the direction of 
Professor Juan B. Morales. They played popular Argentine music-Estilo, 
Zamba, Vidalita, Gato, etc. 

Alba D' Andreta was the recitalist of the second concert, with a well
balanced programme ranging from Handel, Bach, Chopin and Aguado to 
Granados and Albeniz, and some modern South American music by Sinopoli, 
Fleury, Prat, Morales, etc. Senorita D' Andreta is Secretary of the Guitar 
Association of Rosario. Other recitals of the present season were given by 
Enrique Almada, Clara Sinde Ramallal, Jorge Norberto Molinari, Nelly 
Menotti, Vicente Degese, etc. 

·senorita Menotti gave the first performance of two Suites for guitar by 
L. Vicente Gascon-one in Classic style and the other in Romantic. She also 
played a group of solos by Emilio Pujol. 

Vicente Degese shared a programme with an elocutionist, Alba Allio, who 
recited poems by Argentine authors. Senor Degese played ' musical com
mentaries' (background music) to several of these poems. 

The Asociacion Guitarristica Argentina has also organised several recitals 
during the 1953 season and various cultural organisations have also included 
a guitar recital in their programme of ac;:tivities. 

BRAZIL. One of the largest collections of guitar records in the world is 
that formed by Senhor Ronoel Simoes. It now consists of 600 records-all of 
guitar music and does not include any singing with guitar. 

In its 33rd concert the ASSOCIACAO CULTURAL do VIOLAO (guitar) 
presented (Part I) Antonio Simalha in a selection of solos which included some 
of his original compositions and arrangements. In Part II Marlene and 
Aparecido Jose dos Santos played solos and duets by classical and contemporary 
Brazilian composers. Part III consisted of a group of Brazilian Choros and 
a valse played on two guitars by A. J. dos Santos and Ronoel Simoes. 

BRITAIN. There has been much b~oadcasting of singing with guitar 
recently, and that is .all to the good as long as the playing is of good concert ,\\ 
standard. Actually it was quite a ' mixed bag ' but the most highly artistic \J.I 
performance was by John· Runge (tenor) , who on the West of England Home 
Servi<::e of the B.B.C. 0n August 26th sang to his own arrangements: 

Sleep, Wayward Thoughts (John Dowland). 
Have you seen but a white lily grow? (Anon.). 
Amarillis (Caccini). 
Tre Giornf son che Nina ,(Ciampi). 

1 . ... • ' ji, ,:, ._ Tt '4 ... 

Caccini and .Ciampi were Italian lutenists arid the1last song·,w,as· padicmlarly 
beautiful. 
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Ch~ltenham Classic Guitar Circle is no·w holding its meetings in the 
Annexe of the Town Hall. Guitar solos played at the August meeting included 
some Japanese music-" Invocation to Buddha" (M. S. Takei) and some tradi
tional Japanese music arranged for guitar by W. M. Appleby. Other i.tems 
were Gigue (de Visee), Sarabande (Silvius L. Weiss), Pastorale (Carcassi), 
Scherzo (Serafino), Fandanguillo (Turina arr. Segovia), Rondo (Giuliani), 
Studies (Sor), Hopak (Nemerowski), etc. Guitar trios and songs with guitar 
were also rendered. Those taking part were Miss M. Hamilton, Miss J. Prior, 
C. E. Robins, E. J. Dance, R. G. Maliphant, and W. M. Appleby. 

At Abingdon, a few miles south of Oxford, the Abingdon Unicom Theatre 
Club presented a special Coronation Season of entertainments at the Checker 
Hall. The first of these, following the inaugural meeting, was on May 12th, 
when a programme of songs to the guitar from Britain, America, Italy and 
Spain was given by Philippa and Arthar Kingsbury and Frances and Alan 
Kitching. Mr. Kitching is the Honorary Secretary of the Club. ' 

DENMARK. Congratulations to Madame Jytte Gorki _Schmidt on the 
birth of a baby daughter early this year and further congratulations on the 
success of one of her pupils who passed the examination (with guitar) at the 
Royal Conservatory of Copenhagen. 

Angel Iglesias, with his company of Spanish dancers, gave concerts in 
Copenhagen during the early summer. 

EIRE. Great interest in the classic guitar is awakening. Records of 
Segovia are broadcast from time to time. There would be an opportunity for 
a good teacher of the classic guitar to open a studio in Dublin. 

FJNLAND. During July and August Ivan Putilin gave several guitar 
recitals on Finland Radio. His solos included music from Spain, Finland and 
Russia. · 

GERMANY. Lolita Sabicas Tagore of Genoa, Italy, has recently given 
two successful recitals in the U.S.A. Zone of Germany. 

GREECE. Sixteen pupils of Professor Charalambos Ekmetzoglou took 
part in an 'examination concert' at the Athens Conservatoire on July 7th, 
where he teaches classes in four grades-elementary, low, middle and high. 
Many of the solos played were by Tarrega, and others by Fortea, Aguado, 
Coste, Mertz, etc. 

ITALY. There have been some changes in organisation but L' Arte 
Chitarristica ' will still continue as the official organ of the Associazione 
Chitarristica Italiana. 

LEBANON and TURKEY; Mr. Bule.nt Nisancioglou of Istanbul, 
Turkey, recently visited Beyrouth, Lebanon, where he met Prof. Vrouyr 
Mazmanian. ,Naturally there yvas much guitar playing, as well as a visit to the 
beautiful Lebanese mountains. Mr. Nisancioglou is well-known to guitarists 
in England where he played recitals during his student 4ays at Birmingham 
University. · 

-NORWAY and SWEDEN. During July Ivan Putilin visited these 
Scandinavian countries anti·! in. both Oslo . and Stockholm he recorded pro
grammes of guitar s)los for later radio transmission. 
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.. .SPAIN. Andres Segovia has _been awarded the GRAND CR(QSS of 
ALFONSO X el SABIO in recognition of his greatwqrk for music in the c_omse 
.of many years, during \\Thich he had dignified the name of the guitar and, 
t_hro11gh this, that of hi~ Mother Country. · 

Manuel Cubedo, sixteen years old, after completing six Guitar_ Course.s 
at the Conservatoire of Valencia has been awarded the ' Prize for Outstanding 
Merit'. The adjudicators were unaQimous in allocating the prize to him and 
congratulated him on his excellent playing. Don Manuel Palau, director of 
the Conservatoire and. president of the tribunal of adjudicators which m_ade 
this award, dedicated one of his original works to the young concert guitarist. 
Manuel Cubedp uses the' finger-tip' rathg than the " nail' technique and plays 
with marvellous virility and power of ~pr~s?ion. 

. '. Dionisio Aguado' was the theme ot'the faoadcast on July 21st by Lerida 
guitarists. Biographical commentary was given by Juan Riera, and Aguado 
solos were played by Jose M. Sierra and Ramon Morell. 

:U.S.S.R. Alexander Ivanov-Kramskoi, the leading Russian exponent 
and teacher of the standard six-stringed guitar has been broadcasting weekly 
programmes of guitar solos over the Moscow and All-Soviet Radio. He played 
mostly his own compositions and arrangements but also included Leyenda and 
Granada (Albeniz) and Danza No. 5 (Granados). 

TRIO IN PROVINCETOWN 
by Guy Simeone 

TOW ARDS the end of August I had the pleasure of hearing the Trio of the 
Society of-the Classic Guitar of 1 ew York. It happened at Provincetown, 
basically an art colony where everyone wears slacks and sandals-·a place 

to be utterly at ease, near the sea.with its mellow beach of cereal-textured sand 
banking up into high dunes. 

When my wife and· I arrived at our destination, the L'Engle estate, it 
proved to be a paradise of fruit trees and flowers. We made our way to a 
studio where the genial Vladimir Bobri greeted us and introduced us to guitarist 
Julio Prol, flautist Ralph Freundlich and Gregory d'Alessio, secretary of S.C.G. 

Then, in spite of a temperature of 94 degrees, began a rehearsal for the 
concert at the Town Hall, Truro, Massachusetts, Bobri playing a guitar by 
Edgar Monch and Prol a Hauser, both fine instruments. 

The programme opened with Ave Maria (Bach-Gounod) in which the Bach 
,. Prelude in C' was played by the two guitars in unison giving ample support 
to the flute ' singing' the Gounod 'A ve Maria' . Freundlich's flute has a tone 
' with the scent of roses in it '-to coin a phrase. 

The Gagliarda (F. Durante 1684-1755) and Divertimento in G (J. M. 
Kompter) were precision works with always a subtle conversation between the 
instruments. These players have captured the real meaning of the word' trio ·' 
-'-a chat where each instrument makes ·a statement, and waits murmuring 
harmony while its fellow instrument makes his bid into the theme. 

Le Rosignol and Drewries Accordes (see Guitar Review No. 15) have a very 
authentic flavour-turning back the calendar to 1616 A.D. The Trio's render
ing oj Jacqu!:!s Ibert's Entr'acte was fine-a passag~ where Bobri played a11 
octave lower than the fh;te se~m~d to add a great deal.for so simple a device .. : 

I, 
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Recuerdos de la :Alhambra (Tarrega) and the flute solo Syrinx (Debussy) 
speak fo~ themselves. The final section of the programme consisted entirely of 
folk- music. Triste by Julian Aguirre (Argentina) had been arranged for two 
guitars · by Segovia. The two guitars also played an arrangement of Soleares 
{Andalusia). The flute was added for a new arrangement by Bobri of El 
Testamento de Amelia and Cordao de Prata (Brazil). The latter ·is a delightful 
little street song with many fine chords and an easy flowing harmony. Then 
Freundlich took up a guitar instead of his flute and sang to his own accompani
ment Mo Mary (Wales) and Lolly T oo Dum (U.S.A.). All three inst rutnents 
joined in Miserlou (Greece) which is an old favourite of mine. I have heard it 
many times played on Al Ud, Sa:ndeki, lyra and other Arabic instruments. 
The harmonisation was so cleverly, done that one had the sensation that -there 
were the characteristic Arabic quarter tones. Then too the overtones them
selves made another mystic harmony floating over it all in true Arab fashion , 

* * * * 
The highest honour our Boston Classic Guitar So~iety can give is Hon.orary 

Membership. This is bestowed only by unanimous vote.of the Charter M~bers 
and must be presented personally by a member. It is for guitarists or musicol
ogists who have done much for the guitar universally speaking. It was my 
pleasant duty to cite Vladimir Bobri for his great work for the classic guitar 
and to declare him an Honorary Member. 

The Clarence C. Easley Transcriptions 

CLARENCE C. EASLEY (b.1885) is Teacher of the Classic ~uitar 
(Tarrega School) at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. He was 

. a self-taught guitarist and had the frequently experienced difficulties 
in finding a sound technique until he found the Tarrega technique. In 1936 
advice from Segovia ,who paid a visit to his home in San Francisco, helped him 
immensely. Mr. Easley is a fluent sight-reader and does not memorise at all. 
He has a fine guitar by the famous Swiss maker Alfred Vidoudez and_ is an 
expert in harmony, counterpoint, etc., with a wide and abiding interest in 
music generally. His appointment to the San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music was made (entirely without solicitation on his part ) because of the 
growing interest in the classic guitar. He has a library of over 3,000 works 
for the guitar. 

During recent years Clarence C. Easley has devoted much time to making 
arrangements of music, mostly of the harpsichord era for two guitars and for 
the guitar with other instruments. 

So far these arrangements exist only in manuscript and have bee~ played 
only by Mr. Easley and his local friends, except for a few copies sent to .more 
distant guitarist friends . Some of the arrangements of music by ~urcell 
were played at Cheltenham Classic Guitar Circle. 

We understand that early in _1954 fourteen of the works for two guitars. 
will be published by the Associated Music Publishers of New York. These 
will include items by D. Purcell, H. Purcell, J eremiah Clarke, J. ~~rr~tt. 
John Blow, etc. . . . . 

Mr. Easley invit_es guitarists visiting San Francisco to play some of this 
music with him. 
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DIABELLl'S GUITAR MUSIC 

AYEAR ago the list of Diabelli's guitar music in the library of Vahdah 
. Olcott Bickford was printed in "Guitar News" with a reqoest for help 

in compiling a complete list. We are now able to give a list of thirty-five 
opus numbers which contain music for the guitar either solo or in ensemble. 
Our chief sources of information have been lists of the Diabelli music in the 
collections of Vahdah Olcott Bickford, Wilfrid M. Appleby and Professor Karl 
Scheit of Vienna, and also Domingo Prat's ' Diccionario de Guitarristas ' 
published in Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

,Evidently much guitar music by Diabelli was published without opus 
numbers both during his lifetime and since. However, much of the reprinted 
music is from the works with opus numbers. This list is probably not yet 
complete and we shall always be glad to have further information about this 
famous composer and his music for the guitar. We give publishers where 
they are known but this does not indicate that the music is still available. 

The list sent by Prof. K. Scheit contains in addition more than fifty items 
without opus numbers. 

(Guitar solos unless described otherwise). 
op. · 6. Three Marches and Six German Dances (Haslinger, Vienna). 
op. 18. Bagatelles (Haslinger). 
op. 26. Overture in D (Haslinger). 
op. 36. Serenades and Nocturnes for guitar, violin and viola. 
op. 39. " Amusements pour les Dames" --30 light pieces. 
op. 46. Two Fugues. (Haslinger) 
op. 56. (Books 1 and 2) Divertimenti (very easy) for piano and guitar. 

(Ricordi: Mailand). 
op. 57. Variations on a Favourite Theme-for two guitars. (Ricordi: 

Mailand). 
op. 62. Grosses Trio for three guitars (Partitur u. Stimmen). (Haslinger). 
op. 63. Third Serenade for two gttitars-in F. (Artaria, Vienna). 
op. 64. Variations on Theme Favori de Rode for guitar and piano. 
op. 65. Serenades and Nocturnes for guitar, violin and viola. 
op. 67. Serenades and Nocturnes for flute and guitar. 
op. 68. Rondo and Sonatine for guitar and piano. 
op. 69. Music for guitar and piano. 
op. 70. Music for guitar and piano. 
op. · ·71. Sonata for guitar and piano. (Mechetti, Vienna). 
op. 83. Variations on 'Der Yater Ziirnt' for two guitars. (Haslinger). 
op. ,89. Ten Light Pieces. 
op. 91. Six Characteristic Songs with guitar . (Haslinger). 
op. · 95. March, Minuet, etc. for guitar, violin and viola. 
op. , i)6. Fourth Serenade (for two guitars)-in G. (Haslinger). 
op. ·. 97. Variations (Theme.Favori de P. Rode) for piano and guitar. 
op . . '98. Lieder der Liebe und Zartlich Keit for guitar with flute ad lib. 

(Hasling~r )". · . 
op.' 99; Serenades and Nocturnes for guitar and flute. (Haslinger). 
op,. 100. Fifth Serenade •(for two guitars)-in C. (Haslinger). 
op. 101. Seven songs with guitar (fiir Herz und Gefiihl). ' (Haslinger). 
op. 102. Music for guitar and piano. 
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op. 103. Leichtes Lagenspiel-7 preludes. (Simrock, :Berlin). (See Schott's 
G.A. No. 321 and " Guitar Review " No. 13). 

op. 104. 
op.105. 
op. 128. 
op. 151. 
op. 162. 
op. 163. 

Grand Variations (Di Tanti Palpiti), (Weigl, Vienna). 
Serenades and Nocturnes for guitar, :violin a:r:id viola. 
Serenades and Nocturnes for guitar and· flute. 
Sonatina (I and II). , ., -

I • 

' Gran Trio" for three guitars. 
Music for three guitars- Andantino, March Funebre and Rondo. 

(Schott's 394-6). 
* * * * 

An article on Anton Diabelli and bis music by Vabdah Olcott Bickford appeared 
in " Guitar News " o. 8. 

HUBERT FOSS 
With regret we announce the death 

on May 27th of one of our most 
distinguished readers, Hubert Foss, 
musician and musicologist. 

Hubert Foss founded the Music 
Department of the Oxford Univer
sity Press and for seventeen years 
was its manager and editor. He was 
keenly interested in the guitar and 
wrote programme notes for Segovia's 
recitals. ' . 

As editor of " Music Lover" he 
accepted an article on " Andres 
Segovia and the Guitar " by Wilfrid 
M. Appleby with a portrait of 
Segovia on the front cover. 

The passing of Hubert Foss at the 
age of 54 is a great loss to music. 

"GUITAR REVIEW" No. 15 
The contents include solos by 

R. Sainz de la Maza, J. de Azpiazu, 
etc., duets for two guitars and for 
guitar ~th flute and also recorder. 
Two fine pictures-Segovia's left 
hand in action and a portrait of 
Paganini will please guitarist~. 

The subscription in U.S.A. is six 
dollars but the non-U.S.A. subscrip
tion is five dollars. Published by the 
Soc;iety of the Classic Guita,r, 409 
East 50t~ Street, New York 22, N.Y., 
U .S.A. Subscriptions from ~ritain 
(37 /6 for six issues) may be paid 
through Foyle's, 119-125 (paring 
Cross Road, London, W.C.2. 

MEMBERS ' ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Every member may have a 25 word notice inserted free in " Guitar News " for 

each annual subscription paid. Extra notices may be included at the following rates : 
up to 25 words 2/6 ; from 26 to 50 words (maximum) 5/-. 
GE UINE "MARTIN" GUITAR, lovely tone, perfect condition, bargain 
price £15 15s. 0d. Solid leather case, lined velvet 30/- extra. Mrs. M. Easton, 
18 Elliotts Lane, Codsall, r. Wolverhampton, England. 
WANTED: "Gigue" (de Viseei in manuscript, as recorded by Segovia. 
V. Mazmanian, P.O. Box 222, Beyrouth, Lebanon. 
L'INDUSTRIE DU BOY AU can now offer their new ' Savarez' rru;ige of 
Nylon strings for the guitar. Among other innovations, they are maq~ from 
rectified Nylon which is completely circular in section, thus.providing i.mpro-yed 
tonal quality. Details from : 93 Rue Andre Bollier, ,Lyon .7me, France. 
WANTED: "Guitar N~ws" No. 3-rBox 15.7 Guitaf ~ews, 47, ~larence,Street, 
Cheltenham, Glos. Eng\a'J}d. _ : . •. ,, ·, ,' , .. - · ,1(1 .. ,:, 

"FANTASIA_", . Perf~ct Nyl9:r:istrings for gµi,a; or,lq.te.in any desired gauge. 
R. Esenbel, Roca hani cad. 1/10, Cagaloglu:-Istanbul, .Turkey. u _ 
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GUITAR LESSONS: Elements of technique, music and harmony after 
Tarrega, Llobet, Pujol, Segovia. Few vacancies. Chesnakov, 24a Cathcart 
Road, London S.W.10 (Tel. FLA 4354). 
SPANISH GUITAR CENTRE : Tuition by Len Williams. Concert guitars: 
Esteso, Tatay, sometimes available. Also " Soria" concert guitars-wide 
finger-board, price £16 16s. 0d. Sole agents for the famous" Fantasia" nylon 
strings-used by Ida Presti, E . Pujol. Price 19/6 set. New guitar works and 
transcriptions. Write price lists : 12/13 Little Newport Street, London W.C.2, 
"GUITAR NEWS" : Earlier issues ( os. 4 to 14 at 9d. each, plus postage). 
Hon. Organiser I.C.G.A., 47 Clarence Street, Cheltenham, Glos., England. 

MUSIC AND ARRANGERS 
by George J. Heilbron 

EVERY lover of music will agree that one of the main attractions of the 
classic (Spanish) guitar is the tone-colour it produces. No other instru
ment can convey the atmosphere it creates. Some of the great com

posers have written gems for the guitar and a few of them have included this 
instrument in their scores (partituras) . 

Bearing the aforesaid in mind, I have no doubt that guitarists will agree 
with me in strongly condemning the abuses that have crept into music per
formed by popular bands and so-called ' crooners '. 

In recent years a 'cancer' has infected the music-world, gnawing at 
melodies and harmonies. The 'virus' is THE ARRANGER. (' Deranger' 
would be the more appropriate term!). Classical as well as first-class light
musical. masterpieces are being ' deranged ' by performers-on the air, and by 
other mechanical means-scream-lining the melodies with utter disrespect to 
the original composer's harmonies, timing and phrasing. 

It would not be quite so deplorable if the performers would announce 
their misdoings as parodies, persiflages or variations of an original composi
tion-if they performed the original tune as written by the composer and then 
followed it with their concoctions. That would at least allow those hearing 
the composition for the first time to judge for themselves which they prefer
the original or the version thrust upon them. The vulgarities committed seem 
to know no bounds. 

I think this RACKET started on the other side of the Atlantic. I call it 
a racket as it is executed by uncultured tune-smiths wanting to chisel-in for 
the collection of petty royalties for their ' arrangements '-moneys they would 
not be entitled to and would not receive if they performed the music as origin
ally written or orchestrated it by consent and authority of the original com
poser. 

Sanctioned Arrangements 
It has long been a recognised custom for a work composed originally for 

a certain instrument to be arranged for a different instrument or ensemble
piano music has been arranged for the guitar and guitar music for the piano or 
instrumental ensembles. Many examples of arrangements will be found in the 
music played by salon orchestras, brass bands, etc. and in the arrangement of 
vocal soli in various keys. These, however, are arrangements officially sanc
tioned by the copyright owners and give full justice to the original compositions. 
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Live Vibrations 
On the radio the other day, I heard a B.B.C. representative interviewing 

people in a queue for a Promenade Concert at the Albert Hall, London. Among 
others, he asked two blind people why they came to these concerts which they 
could have heard on their radio set at home. Particularly, he wanted to know 
jf they preferred 'live' music to music reproduced by mechanical means, especial
ly as they could not see the performers. Neither the interviewer nor the blind 
people themselves seemed to realise that music is created by vibrations. 
During 'live' performances the sound vibrations reach the listener DIRECT 
with an effect which ' canned ' vibrations could never produce. 

Many people close their eyes when listening to music, thereby concentrating 
their sense of hearing and being able to appreciate more intensely the vibrations 
reaching their ears. o mechanical rendering of music, however good, can 
compare with a 'live' performance. Guitarists can appreciate this best by 
comparing the playing of a real guitar with that of an 'electric guitar'. 

If masterpieces of composition depended merely upon the top-line melody 
they could be just as well played with one finger on an old-fashioned piano 
instead of by a full Symphony Orchestra. I never cease to admire good com
posers for their inspiration and the tremendously arduous work expended upon 
counterpoint, orchestration, etc., etc. 

omething drastic must be done before all GOLDEN melodies are allowed 
to be CHROMIUM-PLATED. Music-lovers should send their protests to 
concert promoters and broadcasting organizations whenever such offences 
a~ainst good taste are committed. They could also show and register their 
disapproval when attending 'live' performances. If performers invite 
applause they must also be prepared to accept expressions of protest. 

* * * * 
George J. Heilbron is well-known in the world of entertainment. There is not 

a musical show brought to England from the Continent-from " The Merry Widow " 
to " White Horse Inn "-in which he was not concerned in his profession of dramatic 
representative or 'play broker'. He has heard most of the leading artists of his time 
and was present at the first recital of Julian Bream, for whom be foresaw a brilliant career. 

A BOY GUITARIST OF BUENOS AIRES 

0 CAR TIRAO DRAGO was the name on some guitar recital programmes 
recently received from the Argentine capital; reports of these concerts 
revealed that he is an exceptionally talented artist-and that he is only 

twelve years old ! 
Born on April 5th, 1941, in Quilmes, he began to study the guitar at the 

age of six ,and a year later played before an audience in his native city. A few 
months later he was brought to Buenos Aires and played on Radio Fenix. In 
eptember of the same year, 1948, he gained first prize in a childrens' com

petition organised by the Teatro Infantil (Children's Theatre) on Radio Mitre. 
The judges were so delighted with his performance that he was given a special 
medal and ' diploma of honour '. 

While only eight years old he played before many audiences and broadcast 
frequently, especially during the school holidays, on Radio Provincia de 
Buenos Aires. In December, 1952, he broadcast a recitcJ-1@ the State "Radio. 
He also played in duos and trios before large audiences. 
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The Asociacion Guitarristica Argentina selected Oscar Tirao Drago as 
recitalist for the first concert of its 1953 season in Buenos Aires. His pro
gramme included works by Bach, Handel, Mendelssohn (The Canzoneta) , 
Gottschalk (Gran Tremolo), Oyanguren (Arabia), Barrios (La Catedral) , etc. , 
also some Variations on the chacacera by E. Tirao (his father ). 

So successful was the recital that the Asociacion Tarrega of Rosario 
invited him to give a recital on June 27th and once again there was an 'Oscar' 
for Oscar. 

He studied the guitar under the direction of his father, Emilio E. Tirao, 
and musical theory under Professor Maria E. Belsunce de Nolfi. He has 
already passed the Entrance Examination for the Conservatorio de Musica y 
Arte de la Prov. de Buenos Aires and there he will continue his studies. · 

THE INTERNATIONAL 
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(A non-profit-making Organisation) 
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